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State Bowhunters. Manuscripts, letters
and photographs are welcomed and
encouraged, with the understanding that
the Editor cannot be responsible for loss or
damage. Submissions are due one month
before publication.
Contributions will be held by the Editor
for a short time and will be returned if
you provide a self-addressed and stamped
envelope. “Success” photographs will be
kept and entered into our WSB Photo Album
for display at future gatherings.
All submissions are subject to editing
and will be published at the discretion
of the Board of Directors and the Editor.
All materials published herein are the
opinions of the author. The Washington
State Bowhunters assume no responsibility
for the opinions expressed herein.
Please send your newsletter contributions
to the WSB Editor, David Hell: 9204 32nd
St SE, Lake Stevens, WA 98258; E-mail:
hellranch@comcast.net; Phone: (206) 817-7721.

President’s Message
by Shawn McCully

W

ell, hunting season is
started and the WSB hopes
you all have a fun and
successful season no matter how
you defi ne success. I’ve already seen
a number of nice elk and deer that
have been taken in WA on various
online forums.
Our Rendezvous in July was a
success! The new location in Cle
Elum helped spurn attendance this
year and we had good weather for
the event. The activities and course
were done well and I appreciate
all the help from Al Rinaldi, John
Pignotti, and others that helped put
the event on. We hope to use this
same location next year and invite
any that could not attend this year to
mark it on your calendar. We will be
setting a date for it in the future here so stay tuned for
the new date.
It’s been a relatively quiet summer with respect to
bow-hunting news. The seasons have been set for the
next 3 year package. Of course, we will be working
with the Archery Coalition to help improve our current
position with respect to hunting seasons and dates.
My goal is to get the early archery elk dates set from
the 14th of September to the 20th or even 21st if we can
get that date back. The allocation sub-committee has
been meeting to work on some of these issues. I hope
to have an update from the archery sub-committee
member, Dean Cook, before our next newsletter.
Wolves! Yes, this has been the bulk of the news
coming from WA lately and it will continue. At the last

WANTED
your words and
pictures for

GMAC meeting in June, this topic
dominated the discussion. Funding
was increased to monitor and deal
with wolves and 4 new personnel
were working to capture and collar
wolves with 3 capture teams. New
suspected packs were located on the
Colville and Spokane reservations
although the tribes have been more
quiet about their reporting of wolves.
As of then, there were 10 packs in
WA although it fluctuates depending
on if they are “breeding”, etc. The
Wedge pack has been making
news as they continued to prey on
livestock. Surprise surprise, right?
Non-lethal methods were tried to
no avail. The WDFW concluded
a hunt to take out this pack and it
was relatively successful with them
taking out all but one suspected wolf. The alpha female
and male wolves were taken.
The WSB is still looking for volunteers that are willing
to help. Of particular note is the need for someone that
can maintain a website for the club. If you are interested
in this, or any other position within the club please email
me and let me know what you can offer.
We have also brought up a user friendly Facebook
page for the Washington State Bowhunters and I fi nd
it easier to put information on this page. Please fi nd
us and “like” us and I’ll try and provide information
about the club and bow-hunting in WA as it becomes
available. Also, for those members interested, the next
WSB board meeting is on October 27, 2012, at Johnny’s
in Fife, at 9AM.

At this time of the year, every bowhunter is optimistic about the
upcoming season. However, The Washington Bowhunter runs
out of photos from last season. If you were lucky enough to kill
something last year, please send a picture to the newsletter; e-mail
Bowhunter Editor David Hell at hellranch@comcast.net.
If you want to add some excitement to your photo, send your
telephone number and a member of our elite editorial committee
can call you, take notes on your interesting story, and make it a
full feature in an upcoming newsletter.
Have an opinion you’d like to share? Write a letter to the editor
and tell us about a topic that you have an interest in and would
like to share.
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Letter to the Editor
Letters to the Editor Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in submitted articles represent that of
the author of each article and do not necessarily represent the
opinions or position of the WSB board or membership.

WDFW and Archery Representatives to Discuss
Goose Prairie Archery Elk Season for 2013
Dear WSB Board, Archery Representatives, and Members,
I am writing to express my gratitude for your continued
efforts to regain our lost archery elk opportunity in the
Goose Prairie unit. Your willingness to engage the WDFW
biologists and policy makers on behalf of the archery
community is greatly appreciated.
Last year, I submitted a report to the WDFW regarding the
changes that had been made to the Goose Prairie unit and
requested a review of the population status. My objective
was to highlight that current conditions support restoring
the season as part of the three year rule making package.
Although I worked hard to push the issue, I had a difficult
time getting the request acknowledged or addressed by staff.
At that point I felt that if my request was to be heard,
WSB members might be able to help bolster the effort by
adding voices of other archers affected by the change. I
submitted the information and request to the WSB board
and membership by way of a “letter to the editor”. After my
report and request were published in the newsletter, the
issue received a great deal of member interest and support.
Our WSB representatives brought the issue to the forefront
of the conversation with department staff and GMAC
members. WSB members also wrote many letters and
emails to the department in support of the change.
Unfortunately our collective efforts were unable to get the
rule change implemented for the 2012 season. That’s the
bad news. The good news is that department staff made
a commitment to meet with archery representatives to
further discuss the change for the 2013 season. I’m sure
this comes as welcome news to all the archers that were
displaced by the rule change.
This issue will be under consideration during the upcoming
rule making process. I strongly encourage archers
interested in helping to further this process to get involved
and let your voice be heard. In the next couple months the
department will begin accepting public imput for the rule
making process. Please take the time to address this issue
with your comments. Your WSB representatives will be
working on this issue and could use your support.
Thanks again for your collective efforts on this and the
many other issues that WSB spearhead in effort to expand
archery opportunity in our state.
Ron Chase
chasecoach@yahoo.com
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An Invitation
to Get Involved!
Fellow Bowhunters! We need you! WSB is effective
in making change in the hunting situation in our
state. But as the Board of Directors goes forward, we
need to know what the membership is thinking about
hunting issues.
Please get involved! How can you support WSB?
Here are a few ways:
1. Come to a Board meeting and talk about
the issues.
2. Volunteer to help plan or put on the Banquet
or Rendezvous.
3. Put in a shift at the WSB booth in one of the
Sportsmen’s Shows.
4. Keep your membership current and invite
others to join.
5. Contact WSB with your ideas via Facebook
or by calling one of the Directors.
6. Become a member of the Board of Directors.
7. Submit a story or a photo to the newsletter.
Watch the newsletter for announcements on all
these opportunities.
The WSB Board of Directors is facing some important
decisions about hunting in this state, and some of
these decisions will have long-term ramifications.
The Board wants to know what you think.

Glenn St. Charles Award
Did you or a WSB member that you know harvest
an exceptional trophy animal while bowhunting in
Washington state this year?
If so, you may be in the running for the
WSB Glenn St. Charles Award.
Please contact our Big Game Record Chairman
Greg McTee (425-485-1612) with the details.
The award is presented every year at our banquet/auction.

From the Standard-Examiner, July 23, 2012

Utah’s “Goat Man”
comes forward
OGDEN, UTAH — An elusive man photographed earlier
this month in a fur-covered goat suit crawling on his
hands and knees close to wild goats near Ben Lomond
Peak has been unmasked.
The individual, who has been dubbed “Goat Man” by
the media and has drawn comparisons to the legendary
Big Foot creature, is apparently a 57-year-old hunter from
Southern California, Phil Douglass, conservation outreach
manager for the Division of Wildlife Resources, told the
Standard-Examiner on Monday.
On the advice of a friend from Utah, the man
phoned Douglass and provided information Monday
that substantiates he was the person in the goat suit
photographed by Coty Creighton on July 15.
“He gave me details that convinced me it was him,”
said Douglass, who did not ask the man’s name. “I’m
satisfied that this was a person preparing for a hunt and
did it with knowledge and experience.”
Creighton said Monday he enjoyed the suspense that
surrounded Goat Man’s identity.
“I thought I wanted answers, but I was naive. I should
have left well enough alone. Now I just want the mystery
back,” he said in an email to the Standard-Examiner.
The man said he traveled to the Ben Lomond Peak area
to test out a goat suit in preparation for an archery hunt of
mountain goats in Canada in 2013, Douglass said.
“He found out about Utah and that it was fairly easy to
get close to the goats to (train) to get a clean harvest shot
with archery equipment,” Douglass said.
The man told Douglass he has hunted in several
foreign countries, including Mongolia.
The man said the goat costume was made out of a
hooded painter’s suit, the kind that is readily available for
purchase in home repair stores. He outfitted the suit with

Polarfleece to give it the appearance of fur and wore a hat
backward, pulling the brim down to his chin to look like a
billy goat’s beard, Douglass said.
The man mentioned that there are small groups of
hunters who also wear goat suits to get close to herds.
“Hunters do some amazingly creative things to be
successful,” Douglass said.
The man said he had no idea that he was being
watched or photographed. He told Douglass that he shot
video of himself near the goat herd, frequently had to
adjust the hood of his costume and had to take breaks
from crawling on all fours.
The man’s activities have drawn international media
attention, and Douglass has been interviewed by news
outlets in Chicago, New York, Phoenix and Toronto.
Douglass said from the outset that his main concern
was the possibility of injury — by the goats themselves
or by hunters — inflicted on someone hanging out with a
herd of wild goats.
“I was concerned that this person understood the risks
and that someone else might see it (in the media) and try
it,” he said. “I didn’t want someone who did not know the
risks to try it and get hurt.”

Fair Chase Defined
POPE AND YOUNG FAIR CHASE

BOONE AND CROCKET CLUB FAIR CHASE STATEMENT

The term “Fair Chase” shall not include the taking of animals under the
following conditions:
1. Helpless in a trap, deep snow or water, or on ice.
2. From any power vehicle or power boat.
3. By “jacklighting” or shining at night.
4. By the use of any tranquilizers or poisons.
5. While inside escape-proof fenced enclosures
6. By the use of any power vehicles or power boats for herding or
driving animals, including the use of aircraft to land alongside or to
communicate with or direct hunters on the ground.
7. By the use of electronic devices for attracting, locating, or pursuing
game or guiding the hunter to such game, or by the use of a bow or
arrow to which any electronic device is attached.
8. Any other condition considered by the Board of Directors as being
unacceptable.

FAIR CHASE, is the ethical, sportsmanlike, and lawful pursuit and taking of
any free ranging wild, native North American big game animal in a manner
that does not give the hunter an improper advantage over such animals.
HUNTING ETHICS
1. Obey all applicable laws and regulations
2. Respect the customs of the locale where the hunting occurs
3. Exercise a personal code of behavior that reflects favorably on your
abilities and sensibilities as a hunter.
4. Attain and maintain the skills necessary to make the kill as certain and
quick as possible.
5. Behave in a way that will bring no dishonor to either the hunter, the
hunted or the environment.
6. Recognize that these tenants are intended to enhance the hunter’s
experience of the relationship between predator and prey, which is one
of the most fundamental relationships of humans and their environment.
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WDFW Wildlife Program, September 7, 2012:

2012 Hunting Prospects
Hello hunters!
I wanted to let you know that we have updated our web
page with the new 2012 Hunting Prospects (http://wdfw.
wa.gov/hunting/prospects/). We have 17 districts across the
state, and each is staffed with professional wildlife biologists.
These knowledgeable individuals have written a forecast of the
upcoming hunting seasons for their particular district, to help
you decide when and where to hunt this fall. Included in the
descriptions of the various hunting opportunities are reminders
on most of the significant regulation changes for this year. We
hope you will find this information useful.
We will soon launch additional features to aid in your hunting
efforts, so check back to our web site often. The next item to be
added is an upland bird hunting landing page, with tips and
techniques for hunting pheasants, quail, grouse, chukar and
Hungarian partridges in Washington.

Coming this fall a completely-revised and improved GoHunt
mapping program will be launched. I believe you will find this to
be a much more interesting way to check out potential new, and
existing, hunting areas.
We again want to remind you that as you are out scouting or
hunting this fall, we’d like to know if you see or hear what might
be a gray wolf. We have created a Wolf Observation Form (http://
wdfw.wa.gov/conservation/gray_wolf/reporting/) that includes
the distinguishing characteristics between a wolf and a coyote.
Wolves are repopulating Washington, and it is important that we
know the extent of their movements. Your “eyes and ears” can
provide us with valuable information as you take to the field this
fall and winter.
The reports that our District Biologists have provided describe
a number of good hunting opportunities for this season. We hope
you will get out there and take advantage of some of the great
opportunities Washington offers.
Sincerely,
Dave Ware, Game Division Manager Wildlife
Program Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife

WDFW News Release, September 27, 2012:

WDFW concludes action to remove Northeast Washington wolf pack
OLYMPIA - The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
(WDFW) concluded its action to eliminate a pack of wolves in
Northeast Washington today after an agency marksman killed the
pack’s alpha male just south of the Canadian border.
WDFW Director Phil Anderson said the wolf was shot this morning
from a helicopter. Its death brought to six the number of wolves
from the Wedge Pack removed in the past three days, including the
alpha female.
“Directing the pack’s removal was a very difficult decision, both
personally and professionally, but it was necessary to reset the stage
for sustainable wolf recovery in this region,” he said. “Now we
will refocus our attention on working with livestock operators and
conservation groups to aggressively promote the use of non-lethal
tactics to avoid wolf-livestock conflict.”
With the latest operation concluded, Anderson said the
department would continue to monitor wolf activity in the Wedge
region as it is doing in other parts of the state.
The department initiated removal of the Wedge Pack late last
week in an effort to put a stop to its persistent attacks on livestock
from the herd of the Diamond M Ranch in northern Stevens
County. Since July, the wolves had killed or injured at least 17
calves and cows from the herd.
The pack takes its name from the triangular shape of the
Washington state portion of its range, which is bordered by the
Columbia and Kettle rivers and Canada. Its elimination leaves the
state with seven confirmed wolf packs and four suspected packs,
most of which range in the remote, rugged forests of Northeast
Washington.
WDFW began to lethally remove wolves from the pack in
early August, as its pattern of predation began to escalate despite
non-lethal efforts by the rancher and the department to prevent the
attacks. A WDFW marksman killed a non-breeding member of the
pack on August 7, and about two weeks later, biologists found the
decomposed carcass of a young wolf within the Diamond M herd’s
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grazing area. The young wolf had not been shot, and the cause of
death could not be determined.
Teams of WDFW staff remained in the Wedge through August,
trapping extensively and tracking the movements of the alpha male,
which had been fitted with a location-transmitting radio collar.
However, Anderson said none of the rancher’s or the department’s
efforts to change the pack’s behavior succeeded, and attacks on the
Diamond M herd increased through mid-September.
“Ultimately, it became clear that this pack was preying on
livestock as its primary food source, and that our actions had not
changed that pattern,” Anderson said. “The independent wolf
experts we consulted agreed with our staff that removal of the pack
was the only viable option.”
With the support of key conservation and livestock
organizations, the department announced on Sept. 21 it would
remove the pack to create the opportunity for wolves that are not
habituated to preying on livestock to re-colonize the region.
Anderson said he looked forward to continuing to work with
interested groups on a broad range of non-lethal management
strategies under the terms of the Wolf Conservation and
Management Plan approved by the state Fish and Wildlife
Commission in December 2011.
WDFW is urging livestock operators to enter into cooperative,
cost-sharing agreements with the department that specify nonlethal measures they will use to minimize wolf-livestock conflict.
“Lethal removal will remain a wolf management option, but
we will use it only as a last resort, after all reasonable non-lethal
options are exhausted,” Anderson said.
He said he respects the opinions of the many citizens who
contacted the department to share their support for or opposition
to its actions. “We know these issues spark strong feelings among
Washington residents across the state, which is why we are
committed to conducting our business openly and transparently,”
he said.

From the Northern Kittitas County Tribune, July 19, 2012
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RENDEZVOUS 2012!
On a warm July day, a large group of bowhunters
and their families and friends gathered at Elk
Haven Ranch near Cle Elum for our annual
Rendezvous. And what a great Rendezvous it
was! It was even covered by the local media. Elk
Haven Ranch is owned by Jim Miller and Ginni
Erion who made it possible for the Rendezvous
to be held there. Activities included events for all
ages and levels of skill. The 3D target ranges were
spread out through the woods and there was a
long range elk shoot. For the younger archers
a balloon and a money shoot both had many a
small bow send an arrow to its mark! The pot
luck banquet was a hit with an enormous variety
of tasty food supplemented by BBQ sandwiches,
salads and a cake by Linda Rinaldi. The ‘Chance
Brothers Band’ entertained us into the evening.
It was nice to see Brad Owen, our state
Lieutenant Governor, in attendance
supporting our organization.
An event this big needs the support of many, many people. A special
Thank You to Elk Haven Ranch owners Jim Miller and Ginni Erion.
A large Thank You to those who presented various topics: Glenn
Berry on Elk Bugling; Jay St. Charles on Bowmaking; Buzzy Cook
on Care of Your Trophy. Thank You also to all the volunteers: Al
Rinaldi, Shawn McCully, John Pignotti, Pat Newsome, Linda Rinaldi,
Larry Alvar and a host of others who helped make this a very
successful and well attended rendezvous.
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Should Bowhunter Education be mandatory?
by Todd Johnson, WSB Vice President

T

his question seems to be coming up a little more
often in recent months on the online forums as well
as discussions among bowhunters, and I find myself
thinking about the pros and cons. I like to see issues from
both sides before making any decisions whenever possible,
and this topic is one that I am able to work in both directions
to come up with different answers. As a Bowhunter
Education Instructor and as one of the WSB Board Members
and Vice-President I wanted to share my personal opinion.
First, for those of you who may not have taken
the Bowhunter Education class, I’d like to give a little
background about the class. Washington’s Bowhunter
Education Program is recognized by both the National
Bowhunter Education Foundation and the International
Bowhunter Education Program, and completing a class
which is taught in Washington allows you to receive a
certification that is accepted in all U.S. states and foreign
countries which require bowhunter education prior to
hunting with a bow. A typical class is conducted over the
course of two long days. The first day is generally in a
classroom-type setting with topics such as shot placement,
treestand safety, equipment orientation, and bowhunting
ethics along with many others. The second day is generally a
field day with many different things being covered: treestand
demonstrations including safety harness use, blood trailing,
shot placement, shooting tips, and compass navigation to
name just a few. The experience level of the instructor team
is what leads to good information being passed on to the
students, and Washington’s instructors are among the best in
the nation; I’ve been bowhunting for 27 years, and I’m one of
the least qualified in the room during our instructor training
meetings. The typical response from a new bowhunter after
completing the class is, “Wow, I had no idea how much went
into being a competent bowhunter, thank you for sharing so
much knowledge and experience!” The book that the class is
structured around is just the starting point.
From the side of the coin that leads one to a “Yes”
conclusion, when talking about making bowhunter
education mandatory, there are a few good arguments: 1.
making it mandatory could help our sport keep a good
image by keeping out those who buy a bow the last week of
August and think they are now a bowhunter, 2. the WDFW
could grant better or more generous seasons (not at all likely,
though), 3. the recovery rate could increase if all bowhunters
had the benefit of training by an experienced instructor.
The other side of the coin that leads to a “No” conclusion
has valid points, as well: 1. the current bowhunter education
instruction staff does not have the infrastructure in place
to accommodate that volume of students (we simply don’t
have enough qualified instructors), 2. the WDFW does not
have the funding readily available and likely would not
be able to find the money to run a mandatory program, 3.
bowhunting is not expanding by any great leaps and bounds,
and excluding any potential new bowhunters for any reason
will only lead to the sport shrinking possibly to the point
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of becoming unnecessary in the eyes of the WDFW, 4. any
new mandatory anything is seen as an intrusion on people’s
decision-making ability by the state and tends to jade people
further against the WDFW.
My personal opinion is that the WDFW should not
make bowhunter education mandatory. When I started
bowhunting at the age of 12, I had no mentors to learn from
nor was there any class available other than what was taught
in the regular hunter education program. That starting point
is about as green as green gets, yet I somehow made it to
where I am now without giving up, without losing too many
animals, and with a decent-to-good success rate. Experience
is a wonderful teacher, and bowhunting experience is
something that cannot be conveyed in a classroom; as an
instructor, all I can do is get people thinking about what
it takes to be a successful bowhunter: they won’t come
out of the class and be able to have the same success rate
as a veteran bowhunter can expect. Those students who
complete the class are glad that they took the time out of
their schedule to do it, and they are thankful toward me for
passing on my knowledge. That makes being an instructor
very rewarding, indeed. If the class was made mandatory,
then the appreciation would be lost, and the students would
just be there because the state said they have to be and not
because they want to be. That’s a very different conclusion
from the same class material.
I don’t foresee any changes at the state level for the simple
reason that the WDFW doesn’t want to force anything on us,
and it would take a new source of revenue for them to be able
to manage a mandatory program. The mandatory hunter
education is a completely different story because accidents
with guns often result in other people getting hurt, whereas
bowhunting accidents are almost always self-inflicted. It
would take a fairly substantial public outcry to force the
WDFW to make bowhunter education mandatory, and that is
not too likely to occur.
What I would like to see is those bowhunters who have
completed the program receive a benefit of some sort for
taking the class. I’d like the WDFW to allow a hunter with
a certification number in the system to be able to purchase
an extra archery-only doe tag over the counter that is valid
only in certain areas: such as only on private land to allow
bowhunters to help in herd management without giving up
their dream of shooting a trophy buck by “wasting” their
one and only tag on a doe, or in areas of the state where deer
populations are needing controlled. Another possibility
that I’d like to see is to allow only those who have taken the
class to put in for certain “quality” buck or bull permits that
are in addition to the current allotment of quality tags. Both
ideas have the ability to generate income for the WDFW
while not creating administrative nightmares, and they
would provide some incentive for people to enroll in the
class. I know that I’d like to see a few more seats being filled
in my classes, but I don’t want those seats filled by people
who don’t want to be there!

by Ed Scullywest
I heard the footsteps coming up
over a little rise on my left. There
wasn’t time to do anything except
look at the buck who was staring
at me from less than 10 feet away.
Something didn’t seem right to him,
so he turned broadside and walked
away. The arrow between his legs
really caused him to pick up some
steam, and off he sailed to the next
county, but I knew that my Ghillie
suit was working.
I was sitting on a small hill with
grass that wouldn’t have concealed a
belly crawling coyote, but the buck never saw me, until he
was so close he couldn’t help but notice the bow etc. I had
been watching him for over an hour, and he had certainly
looked my way a number of times, but I remained still and
he never became alarmed at that odd lump in the grass.
Ghillie suits had appeared in various magazine articles
from time to time, but it seemed like too much work for me.
Making a custom suit looked like it took hours of work, and
I wasn’t willing to invest the time in something that I didn’t
know would work or not.
I pondered it over in the off season and finally decided
to try and make my own.
Ghille suits are named after gille, which is a Scottish
word for servant, especially one that assisted in deer
hunting in the Scottish highlands, according to Wikipedia.
They made suits of native vegetation, lay along a game trail
until an animal came along, then grabbed it by hand. They
took it back to the courtyard alive where the landowner
would “bag” it.
Some Highland Scotts joined the British army and made
suits to hide and became the British army’s first snipers unit.
Snipers are still trained to make
Ghillie suits by using existing
vegetation. The resulting camouflage
allows them to wait for days for the
right shot.
Those suits require a considerable
amount of time and skill to make,
and I would think the vegetation
would dry up in a few days.
Suits made of burlap were/are
popular, but they were hot to wear.
Commercial suits I looked at had
coverage almost everywhere, but it
looked to me like it would be hard
to shoot without having strings, or
pieces flying about, so the cheapest
and best option was doing it myself.

I found a website, www.
milestactical.com, that offered kits
from $40-60. They are based in
Lynden, Wa. The colors I ordered
were, black, forest green, dark
green, brown, light olive and gray.
I thought the lighter colors would
break up the outfit and not make
it look like a dark blob, or a bear.
Instructions are included in each kit.
The foundation is about a 1 inch
netting material. For a poncho style
suit you cut the netting for sleeves,
a body hanging area, neck hole and
hood, then sew it together.
The instructions say to tie 3-5 strings in every other
hole. The strings end up about 6 inches long, so I skipped
to every other row and used 10-15 strings in every third
square. I only used about half the string since I left a lot of
open space.
The way I accommodated shooting was to not put any
strings on the front half of the suit. With my arms wide
open the strings are all behind my arms, head and body.
The netting still poses a few unique challenges, but with
a little practice, you should find that the suit does not
interfere with shooting, if it does, modify it until everything
clears.
I also left most of the string off the back side below the
shoulders as I intended to use it mainly for sitting.
In addition to the buck, I have been in the presence of
quite a few deer for a long period of time at close range
while wearing the suit. They cannot see you if you do not
move. Even slow movements are difficult for them to see.
I tried still hunting with it, but on the west side your
progress will be inhibited by the strings catching on just
about everything in the woods. It
works best for me as a portable blind.
I carry it in a compression sack, then
put it on at my ground blind location.
I don’t hunt in trees, but if I did I
would be cautious about using it in a
tree stand. The netting occasionally
snags on something inconvenient and
you find yourself doing gyrations to
get loose, not a good thing to do in
the air.
This is one of those items that
actually work well enough to use
most of the time. It takes a little time
to put together, so maybe it’s a little
late for this year’s hunt, but think
about making one for next year.
Good luck.
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Dennis Dunn:

By far the
nicest Whitetail
I’ve ever been
privileged
to harvest –
with any bow!

I

n late August, I made the 15-hour drive from Seattle
to Grand Prairie, Alberta, to spend a week trying to
take a large Whitetail buck with my traditional archery
gear. My friend and outfitter was Lowell Davis (Alpine
Outfitters), and I had previously spent a week with him
in 2009 trying (unsuccessfully) to take a wolf over bait.
Though Whitetail bucks can be almost as wary as wolves,
they are not nearly so nocturnal and thus can be more
easily outsmarted.
The night I arrived at Lowell’s home, he couldn’t wait
to show me numerous trail-cam photos of a dandy NonTypical buck, all in velvet, which had been pretty regularly
visiting a little field of turnips Lowell had planted –
completely surrounded by woodland. In one corner of that
field, stood a box-blind on the ground he’d built three years
earlier. In the middle of the first day of hunting, Lowell
took me in their to show me set-up, and with a staple-gun
we stretched Saran-wrap tightly over all three shooting
windows. On the backside was a door which closed tightly
also, and once ensconced inside I knew my scent could not
drift out into the field. The evening sit was thought to be
best, and I proceeded to spend the next three afternoon/
evenings inside that blind. Five hours at a crack. I managed
to photograph several nice bucks, but the one we were
hoping for never showed himself.
On the fourth morning of the hunt, I snuck into the
turnip-patch blind in the pre-dawn murkiness, via a
skinny, backdoor forest lane. About 200 yards short of my
destination, I noticed a large dark blob up ahead of me –
traveling the same lane, but coming my way. Since I had
seen a massive, boar Grizzly on the second morning of
the hunt just at daybreak, my heart leapt into my mouth.
I slowly nocked an arrow and froze. Once the distance
between us had shrunk to less than 50 yards, I decided
to force the issue, so the bear could quietly depart before
“the macho factor” had a chance to come into play. “GO
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ON, BEAR! GET OUT OF HERE!” I shouted. In the deep
shadows, I saw the dark silhouette stop, lift its head, freeze
for ten seconds, then turn and shuffle off into the brush.
Needless to say, the turnip patch was empty when I got
there, but then I had hoped it would be, anyway. Closing
myself quietly inside the blind, I settled down for a fourhour sit. Mid-morning brought several does and fawns
out to feed in front of me, but no bucks were to be seen.
After a big midday meal and a two-hour snooze, Lowell
took me down to a tree he wanted me to sit in till dark.
Using the Viper climbing Tree-Stand he provided me, I
elevated myself about 20 feet off the ground in a big poplar
and settled in to await whatever might come my way. The
first ferocious visitor, ushered in by violent winds, was
an absolute downpour- backlit by brilliant, unfiltered
sunshine. Before long the liquid diamonds turned to
painful hailstones, and then – just as suddenly – it was over.
No more wind, no more rain; instead, total tranquility.

The view from my tree-stand

My tree sat on the edge of a giant pea-vine field. Twenty
yards away was the forest lane coming out from the
turnip patch. Twenty-seven yards away, across one neck
of the pea-vine field, was a small pond, freshly refilled
with new moisture. A good hour or more passed. Then,
all of a sudden, a very large Black Bear materialized out
of nowhere, and, by the time I could extract my camera
from the daypack hanging next to me, the bruin was
already slaking his thirst. I realized as soon as I saw him
that this was undoubtedly the same animal I had shooed
away in the pre-dawn shadows. Not a Grizzly, after all,
but a possible record-book Blackie. About an hour after he
ambled off, I noticed two bucks about to exit the turnippatch lane into the field below me. A quick glance through
my binos told me that the lead buck was the big one who’d
gone missing for four days. During his disappearing act,
however, he had become totally hard-horned. Even absent
the velvet sheathing, his 15 distinctive points made it
impossible not to recognize him immediately!
As things were turning out, I had almost no time to get
my act together. The two bucks were not stopping to feed
but proceeded to pass right under my stand. By the time I
could remove my bow from its hook and come to full draw,
the big boy was already at 11 yards and starting to quarter
away. Somehow I got my vocal cords to emit a sharp, cowelk bleat, and my prize stopped dead in his tracks, looking
up. The arrow was away instantly. A quick death-run of
perhaps 110 yards, through the thickest of brush, took him
almost back to the cloistered turnip field. Though I didn’t

The iPhone photo
see him go down, I knew he wouldn’t last long, so I texted
Lowell on my iPhone about the exciting turn of events.
Before long he arrived on the scene, and after giving it 30
minutes or so, we began the tracking job. Darkness was not
far away. Skimpy for the first 30 yards, the spoor increased
rapidly after that, and soon the handsome buck was ours to
take in hand and admire.
Eighteen points in all, fifteen of them scoreable. By far
the nicest Whitetail I’ve ever been privileged to harvest –
with any bow!
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Success Photos

John Burnett
Carbon Element
Roosevelt – within first 4 hours of opening day
Broadside at 5 yards
Down by Longview
300 lbs meat
Used Chiro (?) and Upfront Outfitters

Adam Rinaldi
Adam, my grandson (also my adopted son),
took this cow Elk on September 14, 2012. It is
his first bow kill. He is 11 years old. He used a
45 lb Parker Compound bow and a 100 grain
Slick Trick broadhead.
— Al Rinaldi

Isaac Capelouto
Age: 11
December 21, 2011
Catalina Goat
Buford Springs Hunting Ranch
Enterprise, OR
Odyssey II 50 lbs
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Support your right to hunt! Become a member of WSB

Washington State Bowhunters Membership Application
Name (please print) ____________________________________________________________

Street __________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip ______________________________________________________________________
Phone ( _____________________________ Email Address _____________________________________
( ) check here for change of address/phone number

MEMBERSHIP OPTIONS
( ) Basic.....................................................$20.00
( ) Supporting............................................$25.00
*2% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Sustaining 1..........................................$50.00
*3% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Sustaining 2..........................................$75.00
*5% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Sustaining 3........................................$100.00
*10% discount 1st time merchandise order
( ) Life membership (Payment Plan Available)......$400.00
( ) Second family member..........................$5.00
Name ____________________________
( ) Dealer Membership..............................$75.00
*Listing on “Support Our Dealers” page
( ) I’d like to give a $15 gift membership to:
Name (please print) ____________________________________________

Bowhunter Defense
Fund Contribution

$_____________

MERCHANDISE
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()

WSB Decal *............................................... $1.00
WSB Patch *............................................... $4.00
WSB Logo Travel Mug .............................. $5.00
WSB Logo Camo hat ............................... $12.00
WSB Solid Navy T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL) ............. $12.00
WSB Solid Navy T-Shirt (2XL) ................... $14.00
WSB Camo T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL) ..................... $13.00
WSB Camo T-Shirt (2XL) ........................... $15.00
Youth Camo T-Shirt (S,M,L,XL) .................... $12.00
WSB Cotton Twill Shirts (Special Order Only) .. $30.00
* Free Shipping

SUBTOTAL $____________________
Shipping & Handling add $5.00
TOTAL ENCLOSED $___________________
Send Application and Order with check or money order to:

WSB c/o Kim Pignotti, Treasurer
12116 - 125th St. Ct. E
Puyallup, WA 98374

Address _____________________________________________________
City, State, Zip ________________________________________________
Phone( )______________ EMail Address __________________________

SUN CANYON
Huntfishnw.com
We are a brand new site with experienced outdoorsmen.
We are currently offering three Hunting Contests and
a Photo of the Month Contest. The members select all of the
winners. Feel free to share your stories and pictures with us.

Register today at www.Huntfishnw.com !

hellranch@comcast.net

CALL

206.817.7721
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Washington State Bowhunters
12116 - 125th St. Ct. E
Puyallup, WA 98374
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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

TO:

Celebrating 25 Years of Archery Excellence

NEW LOCATION!
NEWLY EXPANDED PRO SHOP · 26 ARCHERY LANES
Full Service Pro Shop and Proud Bow Dealer of
HOYT, MARTIN, PARKER, PSE
• Target Archery and Bow Hunting
Equipment Sales and Service

• Yearly Memberships with 24/7 access
• League Nights

• 20 yard Indoor Archery Range
with 26 lanes

22313 70th Ave West
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
Professional
Coaching by:
Bob Hickey

425-672-8080
HOURS:
Tues–Fri: 12 Noon – 10 pm
Sat: Noon – 6 pm • Sun & Mon: Closed

www.nextsteparchery.com
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